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The TecHome Product 
Taxonomy

WHAT IS IT?
Taxonomy is the practice and science of classification of things or concepts, including the principles 
that underlie such classification. It is a combination of two Greek words that literally translate as 
“ordering through naming.” Humans crave order and simplification of large complex fields. The 
TecHome Taxonomy helps vendors, trade partners, builders and buyers keep product families straight 
and discuss their goals and wants efficiently.

HOW DO WE USE IT?
• Use as a comprehensive checklist of home tech products to consider offering

• Use to organize offers for homebuyers by major category and subcategory

• Use to clarify the scope of a vendors’ products and services
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HOME ELECTRONICS/
AUTOMATION/SECURITY

 □ Electronic locks

 □ Fire alarm systems

 □ Home automation systems

 □ Home theater products (displays, projectors, 
furniture, audio systems, acoustical 
treatments)

 □ Multi-room audio/architectural speakers

 □ Intrusion alarm systems

 □ Structured wiring systems/home networks

 □ Video doorbells/intercoms

 □ Video surveillance systems

 □ Voice control

 

LIGHTING &  
ELECTRICAL

 □ Automated lighting control systems

 □ Back-up generators and switches

 □ Energy monitoring and management

 □ Energy storage

 □ LED lighting

 □ Motorized shading systems

 □ Smart, connected load centers

 □ Solar photovoltaic power generation

 □ Whole-home power conditioning and surge 
suppression

HVAC &  
IAQ

 □ Air filtration and cleaning systems

 □ Automated ventilation systems (HRVs, ERVs)

 □ Geothermal heating and cooling

 □ High-efficiency heating/cooling systems

 □ IAQ systems

 □ Radiant flooring

 □ Smart/connected thermostats

 

KITCHEN, BATH & LAUNDRY 
TECH

 □ Digital showers

 □ Dishwashers

 □ Ovens, cooktops, range hoods

 □ Refrigerators, beverage coolers

 □ Small appliances

 □ Tech toilets & bidets

 □ Touchless fixtures

 □ Washers & dryers

 □ Water-saving fixtures and systems

 

SMART  
WATER

 □ Automatic hot water recirculation systems

 □ Leak detection and protection systems

 □ Rainwater harvesting/greywater systems

 □ Smart irrigation/sprinkler systems

 □ Tankless water heaters

OUTDOOR LIVING  
TECH

 □ Outdoor audio

 □ Outdoor video

 □ Outdoor controls

 □ Landscape and deck/patio lighting

 □ Kitchens and grills

 □ Awnings, shades, umbrellas

 □ Robotic lawnmowers

 □ Outdoor maintenance tech – gutters, drainage

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
BUILDING COMPONENTS

 □ Energy efficient/healthy building materials 
(flooring, insulation, walls, roofing)

 □ Energy efficient windows, doors, skylights

 □ Smart/connected/motorized doors

 □ Smart/connected/motorized windows, skylights

 □ Snow and ice melting systems
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TecHome Sales/Marketing 
Discovery Questions 

Discovery questions are a crucial element of home tech options sales. It’s about learning the needs, 
wants and interests of the homebuyers so you can present and propose apt tech products and 
applications to them. TecHome Builder has drafted a comprehensive collection of discovery questions 
and prompts conforming with our four merchandising perspectives. No buyer will tolerate discovery 
from more than an angle or two, so builder salespeople or their agents should be prepared to use the 
perspective and questions best suited to the buyer:

• Product Taxonomy organized questions work best with technical types and enthusiasts who 
already know they want some tech and want to understand the scope and depth of your offers.

• Room-by-Room is more especially suited to design-oriented decision makers that think  
room-by-room for décor and furnishings.

• Central Benefits is for the buyer bringing key concepts or principles to their homebuying.

• Lifestyle has two discovery modes:

• One set of questions is an almost anthropological study of the flow of the homebuyer’s life 
in the home and relies on a true tech expert like an integrator to come up with the tech that 
matches the homebuyer’s flow and interest. You need a homebuyer that likes to open up 
and disclose to that expert on your trade team for this question set to work.

• The other set of questions walks through some common lifestyle personas that tech can 
support. You need a homebuyer that likes to think of themselves as a type or kind of a type 
for this question set to work.

DISCOVERY INTRODUCTION
Thanks for taking time to visit with me regarding the technology plan for your home. There 
are many different types of benefits and experiences we can provide via technology, so what 
we’ve found best is to ask you questions about:

Use most appropriate:

• Your lifestyle

• Specific types of tech

• Tech that might work in each room of the house

• Tech that generates specific types of benefits 

That will help us understand what you expect from tech in your home to narrow down to a 
specific set of tech features that might work for you. Does that sound OK?
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Home Electronics/Automation/Security 
• Electronic Locks – Keyless access by keypad 

or remote control through your smartphone

• Video Doorbells – answer and open or lock 
your door whether you’re at home or away. 

• Fire Alarm Systems – detect fires and other 
hazards like toxic gas 

• Home Theaters – enjoy movies and other 
video with cinema like audio/video and 
effects

• Intercoms/Door Answering Systems – make 
communicating throughout the house easy 

• Intrusion Alarm Systems – detect attempted 
break-ins and burglaries 

• Multi-Room Audio/Architectural Speakers – 
high quality sound distributed throughout the 
home in an aesthetically pleasing way

• Video displays and systems – sharp, vibrant 
display of video content on screens sized 
for optimum viewing also ways to store 
your favorite video content and ways to 
broadcast video and images from your 
computers and the web

• Home Automation Systems – control lights, 
environment and security by the touch of 
button at your home or remotely

• Structured Wiring Systems – get high 
quality, high bandwidth internet, video, 
audio, and voice distributed throughout 
your house by wire or wireless

• Video Surveillance Systems – see what’s 
going on inside and outside your home 
whether you’re there or away for security 
and situational awareness

PRODUCT TAXONOMY

I want to discuss specific technologies with you now, but first a couple of starter questions:

• What tech do you currently use in and around your home?

• What tech makes you the happiest? What tech disappoints you the most?

• Where do you watch TV the most? Where do you prefer to watch TV?

Now I’m going to walk through a list of different technology features. Please tell me whether you’ve 
ever experienced using these technologies in your home or someplace else and what your impression 
is of that technology. Do you think it’s useful, cool, a pain or don’t really have an opinion?  
(Walk through high level overview of the merchandise in your technology options catalog.)
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Lighting & Electrical 
• Automated Lighting Control Systems – 

easily turn lights on and off and dim at 
touch of button

• Back-Up Generators and Switches –  
when the power goes out you’re still up and 
running

• Energy Monitoring and Management –
follow your energy usages and determine 
ways to conserve with automatic control 

• Energy Storage – when the sun down goes 
down you still have renewable energy for 
use powering your home

• LED Lighting – the most energy and cost-
efficient lighting technology ever, with 
options to dim and change colors and hues 

• Motorized Shading Systems – save motion 
and energy and increase security by 
controlling shades and blinds at the touch 
of a button 

• Smart, Connected Load Centers – smarter, 
safer distribution of electrical power 
throughout your home

• Solar Photovoltaic Power Generation –
harness the sun to power your home and 
save money and the environment

• Whole-Home Power Conditioning and 
Surge Suppression – protect everything 
plugged in in your home and feed your 
sensitive devices the quality power they 
need to perform

HVAC & IAQ 
• Air Filtration and Cleaning Systems –  

clean your air of toxins and germs

• Automated Ventilation Systems (HRVs, 
ERVs) – keep your air fresh with appropriate 
humidity

• Connected/Motorized Windows – easy open 
and close

• Geothermal Heating and Cooling – harness 
the heating and cooling potential of Mother 
Earth

• High-Efficiency Heating/Cooling Systems – 
save energy and money  

• Smart/Connected Thermostats & Controls – 
precisely control your environment including 
not only temperature but humidity and 
freshness of air and save on energy

• Zone-Controlled Heating/Cooling Systems – 
save by providing heating and cooling where 
you need and want it

Kitchen, Bath & Laundry Tech
• Dishwashers – more effective and efficient 

cleaning with info and alerts for you

• Ovens & Cook Tops – monitor and control 
while you cook like a master chef 

• Refrigerators – fresher foods, more reliable 
performance and insights into what’s inside 
even from afar

• Washers & Dryers – cleaner, longer lasting 
clothes with the convenience of alerts on 
your phones and other devices
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Smart Water/Water Management 
• Automatic Hot Water Recirculation  

Systems – finally hot water out of the  
faucet right away 

• Leak Detection and Protection Systems –
save your home from the most common 
property damage 

• Rainwater Harvesting/Greywater Systems 
– use every drop of precious water in the 
most efficient way possible 

• Smart Irrigation – get water to your lawn 
and garden in the most efficient way 
possible

• Tankless and Hybrid Water Heaters –  
save energy and get your hot water faster 

• Water-Saving Fixtures and Systems –  
save water

Outdoor Living Tech
• Outdoor audio – speakers and sound 

systems, specially constructed to withstand 
the outdoor environment and address the 
special acoustical challenges of outdoors 

• Outdoor video – video displays and 
accessories, specially constructed to 
withstand the outdoor environment and 
address the special visual challenges of 
outdoors 

• Outdoor controls – traditional home 
control interfaces purpose built for outdoor 
operation

• Landscape and deck/patio lighting – tech 
forward versions typically include LED 
lighting that can be controlled for color and 
intensity and app or remote control

• Kitchens and grills – the same tech we’re 
seeing in the interior kitchen is making its 
way outdoors

• Awnings, shades, umbrellas – control and 
motorization make shading easy to open or 
close

• Robotic lawnmowers – cutting the lawn is 
easier and quieter than ever

• Outdoor maintenance tech – gutters, 
drainage, etc., robotics and other 
mechanization making outdoor cleaning 
and maintenance more carefree

High Performance Building Components
Material science and engineering is making all 
kinds of exterior and interior building envelop 
components more efficient, healthier and (where 
value can be provided for maintenance or 
operations) smart, connected and motorized. 

Specific categories include
• Energy efficient/healthy building materials 

(flooring, insulation, walls, roofing) 

• Energy efficient windows, doors, skylights

• Smart/connected/motorized doors

• Smart/connected/motorized windows or 
skylights

• Snow and ice melting systems

Mobile & Control
• Let’s talk about your mobile phones 

and other mobile devices? Do you 
prefer to control and connect with 
most everything on your mobile 
device or are you OK with other 
controls and devices? 

• How do you feel about voice 
control? Do you like asking machines 
to do things for you or retrieve 
information? Do you like that more 
or less than pushing buttons on 
controls? Are there specific things 
you’d like to ask for by voice or 
control by touch?




